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Chapter 9 

 
Verse 18:  

In this verse, Lord Krishna states that He embodies the following atributes: 1) gatihi the 
ultimate goal of all existence. 2) bharta the support like a husband, the sustainer as 
gravitation sustains. 3) prabhuh the master, the sovereign, the ruler. 4) sakshi the witness, 
the monitor of all thoughts and actions. 5) nivasah the abode where all things dwell. 6) 
sharanam the refuge where all spiritual beings may resort to for guidance. 7) suhrat the 
dear most friend and well wisher. 8) prabhava pralaya sthanam the basis of creation and 
dissolution wherever it occurs. 9) nidhanam that from whence all things arise from and all 
things return to. 10) avyayam bijam the imperishable seed of all, the inextinguishable 
cause of everything. 
 

Verse 19: 

The Supreme Lord Krishna explains some of His potencies that through the sun and fire He 
is tapami or causes heat and He withholds and releases rain. He is amritam or immortality 
that by which the world exists. He is also mrityu or death that by which this world becomes 
destroyed. Never in contradiction, the Supreme Lord is sat or that existence which manifest 
in the present time and asat or that existence which is unmanifest in present time but which 
existed in the past and which may manifest in the future. Thus Lord Krishna exists in every 
reality as the sum of all things intelligent and unintelligent which compose His 
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transcendental body. The mahatmanas or great noble beings referred to in verse 13 are 
those who meditate on the Supreme Lord as the unity, manifesting itself in corporeal 
multiformity and variegatedness throughout creation in the macrocosmic sense. So, in 
order to more fully understand the attributes of the Supreme Lord characterized by 
the mahatmanas and the method they commune with the Supreme Lord has been depicted. 
The understanding is that according to their qualifications, the mahatmanas or great beings 
know Lord Krishna as the internal witness of all living entities and worship Him as the one 
supreme absolute truth or as a specific avatar or incarnation and expansion as revealed in 
the Vedic scriptures. 
 
Verse 20: 
Previously Lord Krishna has illustrated the respective repercussions concerning the nature 
of the non-believers and the demoniac who are opposed to divinity and everything godly. 
Later it could be understood from that description that the Supreme Lord's grace only flows 
to the mahatmanas or great beings who have dedicated themselves to incessantly acquiring 
knowledge about Him and are only interested in performing bhakti or loving devotion to 
Him. Now in this verse and the next He presents the rewards for those who are not devotees 
but are not opposed to divinity and who follow karma-kanda or performing meritorious 
actions for the sake of reaping heavenly rewards. Such votaries hanker for entry 
to Swargaloka or the celestial realms to enjoy exquisite heavenly delights worshipping the 
demigods as prescribed in the three Vedas. This is what is known as tri- vidya and applies 
to anyone who has self-orientated motives for performing the injunctions of the three 
Vedas, including Rig Veda, Sama Veda, and Yajur Veda (Atharva Veda was not yet 
recognized as a Veda until the time when Veda Vyasa reclassified the Vedas). Such a person 
is devoted to performing Vedic rituals for personal gain and not as a spiritual practice as 
enjoined in the Upanishads and other Vedic scriptures. So, they perform worship and 
adoration to Indra the chief of the demigods and other celestials even lesser than him by 
such rituals never realizing that it is the Supreme Lord Krishna who alone sanctions 
whatever has been bequeathed. Still in consequence of being dedicated to performing Vedic 
rituals, including drinking of Soma Juice, they become purged of all sins which are no 
longer an obstruction for entry into Swargaloka where they receive the full measure of their 
merits and are rewarded with heavenly pleasures and enjoyments until their accumulated 
merit has expired. 
 

Verse 21: 

Those jivas or living entities reach Swargaloka, the heavenly regions, due to following the 
rituals prescribed in the karma kanda or actions for rewards of three Vedas. After having 
enjoyed celestial delights extensively in the form of exquisite pleasure, both physical and 
subtle, for a long duration, their stock of merits becomes exhausted, and they again descend 
to the world of mortals subject to samsara, the perpetual cycle of birth and death. With 
the samsara from the previous birth fresh upon them, they take birth in a family of 
performers of Vedic rituals, where desirous of enjoying the delights of heaven, they begin 
the procedure all over again and thus they come and go, back and forth lifetime after 
lifetime unceasingly. Thus, those who hanker after material delights following the karma 
kanda sections of the Vedas, ignoring the superior spiritual knowledge also found in the 
Vedas, revolve up and down, back and forth, obtaining lives of elevations and recessions. By 



contrast, the mahatmanas, the great souls,  hanker only for the Supreme Lord, giving 
themselves completely in bhakti or ardent loving devotion to Him and thus they assuredly 
achieve the eternal spiritual worlds never returning and attain the Supreme Lord Krishna 
who is immeasurable, inexpressible and inconceivable annada or bliss personified.  
 


